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Spherical regression in a decision theoretic framework is examined, where the 
data is observed on S* with the parameter space being SO(3). Bayes estimators are 
characterized under squared error loss on SO(3) as well as conditions under which 
the least squares estimator is a Bayes estimator with respect to the Haar prior. 
Under continuity conditions and the compactness of SO(3), a Bayes estimator is 
admissible. Thus the least squares estimator is admissible. cc’ 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Let y,, . . . . y,, be a random sample from points on the two-dimensional 
unit sphere S2, whose distribution has the density f(y’Ax) which is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the invariant measure on S2. A 
corresponding set of fixed and known design points x1, . . . . x, on S2 is 
assumed to exist, and the unknown parameter of interest is a 3 x 3 rotation 
matrix A, where SO(3) denotes the set of all such matrices. 
The objective in spherical regression, is to estimate the unknown rota- 
tion A so as to minimize the sum of the squared errors, 
np1 ;!I Il.Yi-Axil12~ 
over SO(3). This is equivalent to maximizing 
(1.1) 
over SO( 3). 
.-’ ,$, yjh, (1.2) 
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BY a modified singular value decomposition, we can write 
np’XY’= O,AOi, where Y= (?I,, . . . . y,,), X=(-y,, . ..% .x,1, o,, O,ES0(3) 
and /1= diag(l,, 12, 1i3]). Thus the solution to (1.2) is 
A.,=OzO:, (1.3) 
and is called the least squares estimator of A. We note that if 
A1 > 1, > I131 >O, then (1.3) is the unique solution. For discussions and 
extensions of the above, see Chang [4]. 
In this note, the Bayes estimator relative to a squared error loss and a 
general prior distribution is characterized. We also discuss the relevance to 
frequentist theory by showing that the least squares estimator is a Bayes 
estimator relative to the Haar prior. Admissibility then follows by a 
continuity argument as well as the fact that SO(3) is compact. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
For H, LER3x3, let 
(H, L)=trHL’, 
where tr M denotes the trace of the matrix M. This then motivates the loss 
function, 
L(A, A) = [IA - AlI* = 2 tr(l- Aa’), (2.1) 
where I(HII*= (H, H) for ~~~~~~ and a = a( Y) is an estimator of the 
unknown A E SO(3). 
A two to one surjective map p: S3 + SO(3) identifies SO(3) with S3 
up to antipodal points. This map can be constructed as follows: Let 
q=(q1,q2,q3,q4)‘ES3. Define 
p(q)=Z+2q,B+2B2, (2.2) 
where 
(2.3) 
Note that p(q) = p( -4). This is known as Cayley’s theorem. See Courant 
and Hilbert [S, p. 5361. Moran [ll], Lo and Eshelman [S], Prentice 
[12], and Bingham and Chang [2] have all used this correspondence for 
directional data. 
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We note that if n( .) is a prior density absolutely continuous with respect 
to the normalized Haar measure on SO(3), then a corresponding density 
iz( .), absolutely continuous with respect to the normalized invariant 
measure on S3, can be defined by ii = ~0 p. Note that this construction 
forces fi( .) to be antipodally symmetric, i.e., E(a) = ii( -a) for all a E S3. 
Furthermore, p( .) maps the invariant measure on S3 into the Haar 
measure on SO(3). 
These properties are then useful in characterizing the Bayes solution. 
Indeed, for CI E S3 with p(a) = A, define 
vq aa’iZ(u 1 Y) da, (2.4) s’ 
where 
fi(u, y) Jt YI a) e(u) 
r%(Y) ’ (2.5) 
A YI a) = ii f(YfAX). (2.6) 
i= 1 
~(Y)=J]SI~tYI~)~(a)du. (2.7) 
and da is the normalized invariant measure on S3. 
We have the following characterization of the Bayes estimator, where 
a(H) denotes the set of eigenvalues of some square matrix,H. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under the loss (2.2) and a prior density rc E L’(SO(3)), an 
estimator A, = A,(Y) is a Buyes estimator of the unknown A E SO(3) if and 
only if there exists a.s. an a,E S3 so that A, = p(a,) and a, is the unit 
eigenvector corresponding to max a( VR). 
It was shown by Moran [11] that if aLE S3 is the preimage (up to sign) 
of the least squares solution of the unknown rotation, i.e., p(a,,) = A,s, then 
aj,G’aI,=maxi,E.,l a’G’a, (2.8) 
where 
tr XY’ Xi tYix xi)t 
xi yixxi XY’+ YX’- (tr XY’)Z 1 ’ (2.9) 
and Y; X Xi = (YizXi3 - Yi3Xi2, -Yilxi3 + Yi3xil, Yilxi2 - YiZxil)’ for 
i= 1,2,3,4. As a consequence of this representation along with Theorem 
2.1, we have the following. 
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COROLLARY 2.2. Under the loss (2.2) and the Haar prior IC = 1, A,, is a 
Bayes estimator of the unknown A E SO(3) provided CX[., is a.s. the unit 
eigenvector corresponding to max a( V’ ), where A,,, = ~(cY,,). 
Under continuity conditions, Bayes estimators are admissible estimators. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Under the loss (2.2), if f(y’Ax) is continuous in 
A E SO(3) and TC E L’(SO(3)) is a prior density so that the corresponding 
prior distribution I7(dA) = z(A) dA puts positive probability on all open 
subsets of SO(3), then the Bayes estimator is admissible. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Under the loss (2.2), if CC,, is the unit eigenvector corre- 
sponding to max (r( V’), then A,s = ~(a,,) is an admissible estimator of the 
unknown rotation A E SO(3). 
5. FISHER-VON MISES EXAMPLE 
Let y be distributed according to the Fisher-von Mises distribution, 
(3.1) 
I j=l J 
where C(K) = (sinh K)/K, p(a) = A, and K > 0 is assumed to be known, Let 
a be a random vector on S3 distributed according to a Bingham distribu- 
tion, so that its density with respect to the invariant measure on S3 has the 
form 
d(Z)-’ exp{a’Ha}, (3.2) 
where Z=diag(c,, c2, i3, [J, H=MZM’, and M~0(4), where O(4) is the 
group of 4 x 4 real orthogonal matrices. The normalizing constant is given 
by 
d(Z)= f ri,r:r’;ri, (l/2), w), (l/2), (l/2), 
i jk I=o i!j! k! I! r(i+j+k+l+2) ’ 1 , . 
(3.3) 
where ( $)b = ($)( i + 1) . . . ( f + b - 1) for any nonnegative integer b. 
By (2.9), we have that 
ii(al Y)=d(Q)P1exp{a’(G+ H)a}, (3.4) 
where G = KG’, G + H= NQN’, NE O(4), and R = diag(o,, 02, w3, wq). 
Based on Bingham [ 11, we can show 
V”= ND(SZ)N’, (3.5) 
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where D(Q) = diag(D,(Q), D2(Q), D,(fi), D4(Q)) and Dj(Q) = 
8 log d(S2)/awi for j = 1,2, 3,4. As a consequence of Theorem 2.1, it follows 
that the Bayes estimator A,=p(a,) has the property that a, is the unit 
eigenvector corresponding to max D(0). Note that if max D(sZ) is unique, 
then A, is unique. We have the following lemma whose proof is in 
Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Sz = diag(o,, 02, c+, wq) with o1 b o2 > wg > wq. Then 
Dl(sZ) > Dz(f2) > D,(O) > D,(n), where the inequalities are strict in the 
latter, if the inequalities are strict in the former. 
As a consequence if N= (v,, v2, v3, vq) with each v, E S3 for j = 1,2, 3,4, 
then by Lemma 3.1, c(, = vr. We note that with probability 1, if n is large 
enough, o1 > o2 > o3 >wq. On the other hand, if D(G)= :I, then any 
element of SO(3) is a Bayes estimator. 
If we set H= 0, then (3.2) corresponds to the posterior distribution 
with respect to the invariant measure on S3. Let G= NZ’N’ with 
r=diag(yl,y2,y3,y4) and NeO(4). If y1>y2>y3>y4, then again by 
Lemma 3.1, al, is the unit eigenvector corresponding to D,(r) and y 1 so 
that A.=~(M,~) is the Bayes estimator with respect to the Haar prior on 
SO(3). Thus by Corollary 2.4 it is admissible. We note with probability 1, 
y1 > y2 > y3 > y4 if n is large enough. 
4. PROOFS 
The idea behind the proofs is to think of S3 as the parameter space and 
do the calculations on S3 followed by transforming the results to SO(3) by 
(2.2). We note, however, that we must be careful because of the fact that 
S3 is a double cover of SO(3). In particular, because the map p( .) identities 
some aeS3 as well as --a with the same element A ~S0(3), a prior 77(‘.) 
on S3 will not have a well-defined counterpart in SO(3), unless it is 
antipodally symmetric, i.e., 7?(u) = it( -a). Put differently, if we are to do 
our calculations on S3 and then transform our results to SO(3), then any 
prior distribution on S3 has to be antipodally symmetric, in order for the 
subsequent analysis on SO(3) to make sense. 
We first note that if p, q E S3 then 
tr P’Q = 4(q’p)2 - 1, (4.1) 
where p(p) = P and p(q) = Q. This result follows from the group multi- 
plication available on S3, thought of as unit quaternions, and from the fact 
that p( .) is a group homomorphism satisfying p(x)‘= p(x))’ = p(X), where 
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X= (x,, --x2, -x3, -x4)’ for x= (x , , x2, .xX, x~)‘E S’. See also Lo and 
Eshelman [8] and Prentice [12]. 
Thus if we think of S3 as the parameter space and K as an estimator of 
our parameter of interest a E S ‘, then a measure of loss on S’ equivalent 
to (2.1) using (4.1) would be 
L”(a, cx) = 1 - (u’c1)2. (4.2) 
Indeed, note that L(A, a)=8l(a, u), where A = p(a) and a =p(cc). 
Furthermore, note that (4.2) is independent of sign for both the parameter 
of interest and the estimator. 
The Bayes risk of an estimator CI of UE S3 with respect to the prior 
density it( .) is 
?,(c1) = I (1 - (c&2)2) T( YI a) %(a) dY da s’xs’x ... XSJ 
= 5 (1 - (cc’s)‘) ii(u 1 Y) fi( Y) da dY s=, x~2x~3 
=1-j a’V”afi( Y) dY, (4.3) 
s=x ... x.92 
where dY is the n-fold product of the invariant measure on S2 and da is 
the invariant measure on S3. Thus the Bayes solution, i.e., an estimator of 
UE S3 which minimizes (4.3), is determined by maximizing the quadratic 
form, 
cdvncL (4.4) 
It is well known that (4.4) is maximized by the unit eigenvector corre- 
sponding to the maximal eigenvalue of I’“. 
Let CC, = c(,( Y) be the Bayes solution to (4.3). One can use (2.2), i.e., 
A,(Y) = P(&( Y)), (4.5) 
to obtain an estimator of the unknown rotation A E SO(3). 
Now suppose & .) is some function defined on SO(3) and 71( .) is 
antipodally symmetric. Then there exists a real valued function X( .) on 
SO(3) so that il = x 0 p and 
s d(A) 44) dA = js3 cb(~(a)) z?(a) da, (4.6) .5-O(3) 
where dA is the normalized Haar measure on SO(3) and da is the nor- 
malized invariant measure on S3. We note that (4.6) is nothing more than 
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a change of variables formula, thus ensuring (4.5) to be a Bayes estimator 
in SO(3) which proves Theorem 2.1. Corollary 2.2 follows immediately 
with itr 1. 
If A(Y) is any estimator of the unknown rotation A E S0(3), then its 
frequent risk is 
my A)=2Js*x xs2 tr(Z- A( Y)’ A) fi f(y:Ax,) dY, (4.6) i=l 
where A E SO(3). One can show that (4.6) is continuous in A provided that 
f(y’Ax) is a continuous function in A. Indeed we have the following. 
LEMMA 4.1. Zff(y’Ax) is a continuous function in A, then R(& A) is a 
continuous function in A. 
ProoJ Let {A,} be a sequence in SO(3) so that A, + A as m + 00. 
Then 
lim R(A, A,) = 2 lim tr(Z-A(Y)‘A,) fi f(y:A mxi) dY ?n’cc m-m s s2, xs2 i=l 
=2s s2, 
x,lhmi tr(Z-A( Y)’ A,) fi f(yfA,,,xi) dY 
i=l 
= R(& A), 
as m -+ cc. We can take limits under the integral since we are integrating 
over a compact set. The rest follows from continuity. 1 
Corollary 2.3 now follows from a standard continuity argument. 
Furthermore, Corollary 2.4 follows immediately from applying Corollaries 
2.2 and 2.3. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. It can be shown that 
-- 
for i # j. Therefore, 
i a5qi-q 
D;(a)-oj(a)=2(wi-oj)-~ d(aja~0~a~0,' 
for i # j. See Lemma 2.4 in Bingham [ 11. Since all partial derivatives of 
d(Q) of any order are positive, the lemma follows. 1 
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